Terms & Conditions: Elite Referral Agreement
Referral guarantees all information supplied to Elite to be true. If any information is found to be
false, Referral will no longer be eligible to be matched by Elite. Elite does not guarantee the
accuracy of the information concerning its members, as this information is accepted by Elite as
supplied by members. Elite does not require our clients or members to submit to background
checks. We encourage clients and members to do whatever investigation they feel is appropriate
on anyone they date regardless of how they meet, and to always use common sense.
Elite may terminate a Referral agreement if another Elite member or Elite’s representatives make
one (1) or more written or oral complaints of inappropriate behavior against Referral. Termination
is solely at Elite’s discretion.
Elite introduces members based on the judgment of Elite’s employees who may take into account
the general criteria and guidelines specified by its members. Referral shall be solely responsible
for his/her interaction with Elite clients. Elite makes no guarantees or warranties with respect to
these introductions. Referral has no legal recourse against Elite and/or Elite’s representatives
regarding these personal interactions, and agrees to assume the risk of participating in such
interactions.
Referral agrees to defend, indemnify and hold Elite harmless for any and all claims and/or
lawsuits arising out of the actions of Elite members and not due to the sole negligence of Elite.
This agreement is the sole and entire agreement between Referral and Elite, and no other
agreements, oral or written, by any party shall in any way affect this agreement. This agreement
is governed in accordance with the laws of the State of Minnesota. This agreement may not be
terminated except in accordance with the terms hereof and any claim or dispute shall be on an
individual basis only. Under no circumstances shall Elite be liable for any punitive or
consequential damages relating to this agreement or the performance thereof.
Any provision, which a court of law shall determine to be void or invalid, shall not affect any other
provisions, and all other provisions will continue in full force without any invalidation.
Referral guarantees at this time that he/she does not work or consult for another matchmaking/
dating/introduction company.
Referral may be pre-selected and matched with Elite Private Search Clients. There are no
guarantees regarding the number or quality of matches received by Referral. A Referral interview
does not guarantee a match will be made with an Elite client. Referral must submit a recent
photo(s) for selection and provide post-date feedback to an Elite Representative within 24 hours.
Referral hereby releases that his/her photo and information may be disclosed to Elite Clients for
consideration.
If you are not deemed a current match for Elite Private Search, we may arrange for you a
complimentary consultation with, It’s Just Lunch, our affiliate matchmaking service and retain your
information for future opportunities.

	
  

